Our common origins have been, without a doubt, characterized by the classic Liturgical Movement as we have seen it in the Abbey of Maria Laach in Germany, and by its coronation in the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy of the Second Vatican Council. As one of the consulters of the Commission for the realization of the Liturgical Reform, desired by the Council, I witnessed the redaction of the first great document published by this “consilium” during the summer of 1964, Inter Oecumenici. This document stated with great emphasis: “The intention of this reform is not so much to change forms and texts of the liturgy, but to obtain a pastoral activity that could make the liturgy the summit and source, and the great force of such a pastoral activity would be, “ut mysterium paschale vivendo exprimatur,” so that the Paschal Mystery may be expressed in life.

In these words the Council clearly expressed the deepest intentions of the liturgical theology that has been the ideal for us in Maria Laach: the ideal not only during the midst of the German Liturgical Movement in 1921 when Father Damasus and I were together, but for subsequent times as well. I wish to summarize our common origins during the years 1922 until 1938 in the following way:

1918: the beginning of the concrete liturgical apostolate in Maria Laach
1921-24: the novitiate of Damasus Winzen and Burkhard Neunheuser
1924-30: their study of philosophy and theology in San Anselmo, Rome
1928: both ordained priest in Maria Laach (August 12)
1930: both teaching philosophy in the high school of Maria Laach
1937: Father Burkhard called to Rome/San Anselmo, as professor
1938: Father Damasus called to the U.S., helping as professor
1951: foundation of Mount Saviour
1971: death of Father Damasus
1962-78: Father Burkhard: professor Pontifical Liturgical Institute, San Anselmo, Rome.

Both of us had been together in the novitiate of Maria Laach. Gerd Winzen began in 1921; I came later, on September 30, 1922. However, our years before this novitiate, despite some great differences, were remarkably similar. Both of us came from universities, Winzen after many semesters in Gottingen and Munich, I after only one semester in Bonn. In addition, both of us were deeply influenced by the Jugendbewegung, the youth movement, and both of us had been in contact with Romano Guardini as first year students; Damasus in Munich, I in Bonn where Guardini was beginning his academic career as a professor. Guardini profoundly influenced both of us. Damasus was especially influenced by Gustau Mensching, a young Protestant philosopher, and a wonderful object of our fraternal conversations in the novitiate.

But these elements disappeared, more or less, when we came as postulants, novices to the Abbey of Maria Laach. It was during these years that the monastery was actively working in the Liturgical Movement in Germany. The movement began during Easter 1918, the year in which the first volume of the anthology *Ecclesia Orans* appeared, including the article “The Spirit of the Liturgy,” by Romano Guardini, with the famous introduction by Abbot Ildefons Herwegen. Under the leadership of this Abbot and the novice-master and Prior Albert Hammenstede, Father Odo Casel with all his liturgical studies, and many other monks, all worked together with the intention of actualizing the *Opus Dei,*
the Liturgy of the Church, so that the mind might be in harmony with the voice (Rule of Saint Benedict, ch. 79). Our desire was to obtain the wonderful actualization of the entire life of Maria Laach during the powerful beginning of the liturgical apostolate of the abbey, famous in Germany, Europe, and in the entire Roman Catholic Church, the work of which was finally confirmed by the Second Vatican Council in its Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy.

When we arrived at Maria Laach, Father Damasus was already a mature student, a student whom we, the younger brothers, admired. I arrived after my first semester of higher studies. Both of us, indeed all of us in the novitiate, were enthusiastically open to the splendid reality of monastic/liturgical life, a life of “Mysteriengegenwart,” the mystery-presence of Christ, the presence of the salvation work of Jesus, the Christus, the Kyrios, present in the entire celebration of the Eucharist, of the sacraments, of the Divine Office. I will try to describe this atmosphere with scientific objectivity, citing myself and others who spoke after having lived in this atmosphere.

First, allow me to repeat here what I wrote in my essay on the occasion of the one hundred-year jubilee of Maria Laach in 1993, describing the situation as it was when we arrived:

The years 1918 to about 1926 were ones of peaceful celebration and intensive apostolic work, full of the enthusiasm of the new insight into old treasures. An expression of this mood and conviction, besides the imposing series of publications, Ecclesia Orans, LQF and Jahrbuch fur Liturgiewissenschaft, was a little volume of joint works, published in 1926 under the title Mysterium Gesammelte Arbeiten Laacher Monche. This work, small but typical in both its title and contents, can be viewed as the close of the period from 1918 to 1926, of the years of peaceful but dynamic groundwork of the Laach contribution to the liturgical movement on German soil. This work was also the beginning of the first criticism written in the essay of J.B. Umberg, the start of a scientific discussion, commonly referred to as the “controversy of
the mysteries," which was to continue for many years. It was a great time; discussion at a highly scientific level . . . conducted by significant scholars and above all by Odo Casel.9

In these years Father Albert Hammenschiede started with the dialogue Mass, celebrated in the crypt of the Abbey Church, with the altar facing the people, famous then and famous still today.10 Father Odo Casel wrote his great studies;11 the entire community celebrated the liturgy according to the theological interpretation of the presence of the salvation work in it; Father Casel defended it, publishing the first synthesis of this theology in his book, The Mystery of Christian Worship.12

In later years, Abbot Ildefons Herwegen instituted for all these theological interpretations his Academy for Liturgical and Monastic Studies. But we were all passionately involved, in the sense that we supported these learned works, eagerly studying the great reply essays of Casel in Jahrbuch fur Liturgiewissenschaft, hoping gradually to reach an understanding and maturity of insight in the persistent effort to actualize the "presence" of the mystery of Christ in the celebration of the liturgy, in the everyday life of the monastery, and to bring this mystery to literary expression also in the works of the budding liturgical experts of the monastery.13

Father Damasus and I were strongly united from the very first, beginning with our theological studies in San Anselmo, Rome, and even more so through our ordination to the priesthood together on the same day, August 12, 1928, in Maria Laach. During our holidays from studies we traveled back to Laach, thus remaining in living contact with the abbot and our confreres. The abbot generously allowed us to use these travels from Rome to Maria Laach in order to visit many of the great realizations of Christian culture—Milan, Florence, Sienna, Venice, Ravenna, and even more, the great Benedictine monasteries in Italy, Switzerland, Austria, Bavaria—in order to obtain a real contact with the different forms of monastic culture during the Middle Ages and later times. Throughout these years we remained joined together, continued to grow slowly, and were in vital contact
with the liturgical and theological activities of our confreres in the abbey.

From 1930 to 1938, Father Damasus and I worked together. Father Damasus worked as quasi-rector, I as a young professor in the school of philosophy, where we taught scholastic philosophy to our young confreres of Maria Laach, together with students from other abbeys of the Beuron Congregation. Our philosophical work was necessary for the theological formation of our young confreres. I have given an account of this activity in the Fest­schrift, *Ecclesia Lacensis*. In addition, both of us were active in the theological work of the abbey: preaching retreats, speaking for different occasions, participating in the ecumenical movement of those years, and in theological publications.

Our entire activity geared itself to contributing to the liturgical atmosphere of those years at Maria Laach. This activity is further described by many of the students and scholars of this period in memoirs that are still in the abbey. The most important witnesses are Salvatore Marsili, Godfrey Diekmann, Balthasar Fischer, and Johannes Pinsk.

Marsili has given an excellent picture of the situation in which a young postulant was introduced in the years after 1922:

He found himself immersed in that atmosphere of strong, and at the same time serene spirituality . . . a truly vital contact with the liturgy that the abbot Ildefons Herwegen, a man of incisive personality, was creating in the monastery. At this time, the liturgy at Maria Laach still retained the magnificent ceremonial solemnity of the era preceding the synod, and always proceeded in dignified chorus. But above all, on Sundays, the attitude of a real mystical experience took place. In general, the liturgy increased the attention to study, was the reason for apostolic work outside the monastery, and continues to remain important in the organization of the abbey and its activities.

After those words of praise I would like to add still more from Godfrey Diekmann, in his descriptions of the importance given to his stays in Europe, first in San Anselmo in Rome, with
professors such as Anselm Stolz, and most decisively in his encounter with Maria Laach and its world of "Mysterien-gegenwart," of Spirit, where everything is full of "the presence." As I noted in a review of The Monk's Tale, "What he realized at that time was for Diekmann a theological synthesis, the themes were of great importance for the liturgical movement in North America."18

Balthasar Fischer speaks only of later years, which nevertheless typifies the past, when he says: "The atmosphere was pleasantly familiar... In the first hours we indeed felt that in this man [Abbot I. Herwegen] we would get a teacher of unusual quality. Although the importance of the Laacher Academy study was not explicitly stated, most likely the most important fact was that all communal study was infused into the communal celebrated liturgy of our lectors."19

Finally, after these short citations, I must give the title of the book that the professors and students of the Liturgical-Monastical Academy of Maria Laach presented to Abbot Herwegen on the occasion of the silver jubilee of his abbatial election in 1938, a special volume of the journal Liturgisches Leben: "An honoring gift, for the celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of Dr. I. Herwegen, Abbot of Maria Laach, presented by teachers and students of the Monastic-Liturgical Academy of the Abbey of Maria Laach." The editor of this volume, Johannes Pinsk, a famous liturgist of these years, writes in his introduction to the book: "Since the Academy has existed now for eight years, this book is a special celebration of its first step into the public eye. It seems to me that under the special guidance of Father Damasus, published articles give a good picture of the consistent idea of the vielseitigkeit, the many-sided characteristic, of the academic schooling of Laach."20

The abundant riches of this "many-sided characteristic" is easily seen in the summary given in the preface of this volume (pp. 80-81). Father Damasus was conscious of these riches when he was sent to the United States in 1938, as one of our best men, with the intention of helping Father Albert Hammenstede search for a refuge for the Abbey in case of its suppression by Hitler.21
The difficulties, problems, and disappointments of these years do not belong to my essay here. What is important is that Father Damasus spoke to many excellent Catholics, both men and women, doing it with all the enthusiasm received in Maria Laach, about the "presence" of the salvation-work of Christ Jesus in the celebration of the liturgy, about the *Mysterium*. These faithful later became the oblates who convinced Father Damasus to make a foundation after the end of the war, and finally to establish the foundation of Mount Saviour.\(^{22}\)

Meanwhile the two of us had already been separated in 1937, when I was called to San Anselmo in Rome to teach theology. Although we were separated, we nevertheless remained united. Through correspondence, and then by our meeting again in Rome when he came to see Pope John XXIII and also Monsignor Montini, Father Damasus's friend throughout his twenty years in Rome.

This spiritual union of ours was one of the reasons why I was invited to come to Mount Saviour after his death to put into order the correspondence of Father Damasus, especially the German letters. During the weeks of my first contact with Mount Saviour, I participated in a symposium of extraordinary quality, "Word of Silence! Spiritual Formation, East and West,” an “Inter-confessional Symposium” typical of Father Damasus and the work of Mount Saviour.\(^{23}\) It is not an exaggeration for me to say that this symposium was the best presentation of the intentions of the founder and of his work as the monastery tries to continue in its vocation into the next fifty years. The meeting was described as

a symposium of five days, as a congregation of representatives of the great religions ... in a rather strict, thoroughly contemplative directed monastery, collected in silence to speak and hear reflective words about spiritual formation, contemplative prayer, and even its formal method, trying to find the common foundation that can bridge all contrasts and oppositions.\(^{24}\)

This symposium was the beginning of my various travels through the United States in the following years. I tried to describe my impressions in different essays published in the
review, *Beuron*, in later years. Through my travels I became aware of the difference between the great abbeys as we know them in the United States and our European Congregations, and the ideal of smaller monasteries such as Mount Saviour. To be candid, I was divided in my impressions and my judgments. The great abbeys, such as Beuron and Maria Laach, had been the ideal of my monastic youth; therefore I was admiring them when I could find the same reality in the great abbeys in the States in all my travels.

I received a similar impression as well, when I saw the benefits of a smaller congregation, with its limitations, its modest scope, but also its great openness to silence, to concentration on the Spirit, to be a "Word of Silence," as the program of the symposium at Mt. Saviour in 1972 stated. Father Damasus expressed this ideal explicitly in one of his last publications in our German review, *Liturgie und Monchtum*. He describes marvelously his ideal of a monastic life in its ideal purity, a so-called "contemplative" monastic life, realized in the United States. The essential features of such a monastic life could be realized also in Maria Laach after the Second Vatican Council, of course with different forms possible and necessary in our old Europe. The ideal of a monastic life in its absolute purity, can be realized now in essentially the same way, in the different concrete forms suitable to Europe and to the United States—in simplicity, in sincerity, in liveliness, open to modern reality, and more open to the Spirit of Christ, faithful to the authority *ita ut mysterium paschale vivendo exprimatur*, so that the Paschal Mystery may be expressed in life.
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